PREPARATION FOR SONSHIP 20 ABILITIES
How can we be prepared for sonship?
Preparation with help from tutors
Preparation through entering rest
Preparation through soul transformation at different levels
Preparation through the deconstruction and renewal of the mind to expand our consciousness

Rom 12:2 And do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind,
so that you may prove what the will of God is, that which is good and acceptable and perfect.
1 Cor 2:16 …But we have the mind of Christ.
If we are going to function as mature sons we need the mind and abilities of a son
‘As a man thinks in his heart so is he’; therefore we need to think like a son of God to be a son of
God
Thinking from our eternal identity using our spiritual abilities
Renewal includes the rewiring of our minds to reconnect to hidden abilities
Restoring lost ESP-type abilities
E.g. Telepathy, telekinetic transmutation abilities, precognition etc.
God is light and our spirits are creative light beings
Light is electromagnetic energy and is a key part of how our consciousness functions
Neurons in the human brain produce photons, which are capable of being the infrastructure for
light-based communication and activity.
Scientists found that neurons in mammalian brains were capable of producing photons of light, or
“biophotons”
“Biophotons” in the brain point to our consciousness directly being linked to light!
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God is creative light and there are various dimensions that operate at different speeds of light
Energy is frequency: vibrating electromagnetic wavelengths
Our spirits are creative light and our spiritual consciousness operates at different frequencies
Living in dual realms enables us to be continually connected or quantum entangled with a higher
level of spiritual consciousness (Theta waves)
1 Cor 6:17 But the one who joins himself to the Lord is one spirit with Him.
When we are joined and one spirit with the Lord, figuratively ‘yoked to Jesus, we can learn to be at
rest
Rest is a state of consciousness where our mind functions from delta waves and has access to alpha,
beta and theta wave states of consciousness
On my personal journey of deconstruction there were encounters that began to reconnect my
eternal and physical consciousness
Rewiring my mind to function in a non-linear state of consciousness
There were encounters that were about rewiring the mind to access long lost or hidden abilities
Doorways in our minds that need opening to connect the ancient paths to those ESP-type abilities
Reconnecting with eternal consciousness changes perception
Remapping our eternal consciousness over our soul’s consciousness unlocks access to abilities and
dimensions
This process helped me reconnect with creation, tree of life, dimensional reality, Metatron’s Cube;
who I was and what I was connected to.
The mind of Christ is not a physical mind but a spiritual mind, revealing a new consciousness and a
new reality
Cardiognosis = knowledge of the heart
Communication through states of consciousness – knowing, perception
Knowing truth by impartation through encounters that are not cognitive but heart to heart or
subconscious
We need to live close to God’s heart so we can know the oracles of His heart
This is the only way we can know what the Father is doing and so cooperate with that as Jesus did,
only desiring to do the will of Him who sent him

Closer to the Heart
(Song by Rush about cardiognosis)
And the men who hold high places
Must be the ones who start
To mould a new reality
Closer to the heart
Closer to the heart
The blacksmith and the artist
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Reflect it in their art
They forge their creativity
Closer to the heart
Yes closer to the heart
Philosophers and ploughmen
Each must know his part
To sow a new mentality
Closer to the heart
Yes closer to the heart, yeah, oh
Whoa whoa
You can be the captain
And I will draw the chart
Sailing into destiny
Closer to the heart
Closer to the heart
Closer To The Heart Rush
lyrics © Ole Media Management Lp
Why don’t we see ourselves as God sees us?
Because we don’t see God as He truly is. Why?
Because our minds are veiled by the constructs of our own consciousness
This is because we lack the intimacy of a heart to heart relationship
The veils of our mind consist of old religious or DIY belief systems that have created wrong views of
God and ourselves where unbelief blocks, limits and restrict us
What needs to happen so that the veils can be removed and our minds can be renewed?
We need to turn to behold God face to face so we can become like Him through meditative
encounters
To turn is to to have a metanoia, a radical shift of thinking away from the lies, deception and false
realities
We need to know the Truth as a person, free from religious images
Eph 4:23 and that you be renewed in the spirit of your mind,
Mind – Greek nous
The mind, comprising the faculties of perceiving and understanding and those of feeling, judging,
determining
The intellective faculty, the understanding and the reason
Mind (noús) is the place where we receive God's thoughts and visions
Ginóskó to know, especially through personal experience (first-hand acquaintance).
To come to know, to recognise, to perceive; comes by experience not intellectual theory, theology or
doctrine
I have covered the renewing of the mind in various teachings at a basic level
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Transformation series dealt with trauma to transformation
Gateways teaching deals with the subconscious mind, the heart and the negative affects of our
memories
Opening the gateways of our imagination was about activating the eyes of our heart to see the
spiritual realms
The gateway of reason looked at detoxing our minds from the lies of toxic destructive thinking
These are are all important processes in our transformation
Now we are looking at the actual construction of our minds and the rewiring of our mind and
consciousness
The frameworks of our beliefs are veils that create the limitations that block our true mental
abilities as sons of God
The mind has amazing abilities and creative potential that can often be seen in savants and indigo
children
Savant syndrome is a condition in which a person with a developmental difference demonstrates
profound and prodigious capacities or abilities far in excess of what would be considered normal.
Hyperlexia (the exceptional ability to read, spell and write); art; music; mechanical or spatial skill;
calendar calculation; mathematical calculation; sensory sensitivity; athletic performance; and
computer language skills
Our minds were created to function with these abilities as normal
The savant’s mind is wired differently; this is not an aberration but a glimpse of what is possible in
just one area
Those abilities often come at the cost of healthy emotional abilities
Sons are supposed to have all those abilities but in the wholeness and oneness of spirit, soul and
body
Rom 12:2 And do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind
These two processes run in parallel if our minds are to be renewed
We need to let go of the old DIY ways to embrace the reality of our sonship with a new renewed
mind
Rom 12:1 Live consistent with who you really are, inspired by the loving kindness of God.
Renewing our minds will enable us to know God and know therefore our true selves and live in a
new level of reality
We have not seen anything yet
Rom 12:2 Do not allow current religious tradition to mould you into its pattern of reasoning. Like an
inspired artist, give attention to the detail of God’s desire to find expression in you. Become
acquainted with perfection. To accommodate yourself to the delight and good pleasure of him will
transform your thoughts afresh from within.
The fear of contamination from the so called “new age” has meant that most Christians have been
robbed of their supernatural inheritance and birthright
These abilities and concepts are actually ancient age and we need to reclaim and redeem them
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Allow your mind and your consciousness to be expanded beyond all that you presently know and
have experienced.
Experience the reality of all that is, all that will be and most importantly all that can be within My
heart.
Son, let your monochrome existence become filled with my manifold, multi-coloured and
multifaceted reality.
Prov 23:7 For as he thinks within himself, so he is
Prov 23:7 For as he thinks in his heart, so is he.
How do I think God and about myself?
How do I perceive God and myself?
What do I believe about God and myself?
What do I believe is possible?
What do I believe is impossible?
Is it ‘impossible’ or ‘I’m possible’?
You are limited only by what you believe
This is why we need to think about ourselves as God thinks about us
Sons with limitless potential
To think is to direct one's mind towards someone or something; to use one's mind actively to form
connected ideas.
Ponder, reflect, deliberate, meditate, contemplate, muse, cogitate, ruminate
Focusing the mind’s abilities is not about using mere intellectual knowledge
Using our mental abilities is not about how much education we have had
We need to learn to focus our mind’s abilities to function in sonship as Jesus did and to do even
greater works
What reality do we believe?
Are you in agreement with the truth of who God is and the truth about who you are as a son?
Do you believe enough to act on it or just enough to give mental assent to it?
When we truly believe, we will live it
and our reality will be in agreement with God’s thoughts
Reality comes from aligning or resonating with how God thinks about us in His heart
We are all creative beings made in the image of God.
God is omnipotent, all-powerful
God is omniscient, all-knowing
God is omnipresent, everywhere.
I am made in His image
I am predestined to be like Him
I am in Him so l can be anywhere He is
I can potentially know anything
l can potentially do anything
Act 17:28 In Him I live, move and exist
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We need an expanded conscious reality
Quantum power of conscious thought
The universe responds to the focus of our consciousness.
We have the mind of Christ therefore the capacity for the greater works.
It is time to embrace the potential possibilities of who we are because of who He is.
What do we believe and why do we believe it?
What has conditioned our beliefs?
Where have our beliefs come from?
Cultural programming?
Religious theological programming and indoctrination?
Through direct encounters with God?
The thoughts and intentions of our heart are key in framing our desires
Whose heart are we aligned with?
Do we know how to use quantum understanding?
Do we know that the conscious expression of the intentions of our heart frames our reality?

Our consciousness is a series of electrical impulses in our synapses passing along neural pathways
that the brain interprets as thoughts.
We have learnt to interpret those signals.
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“If it is not weird it is not quantum!”
Quantum physics reveals that light already knows your intentions and that is what forms reality
Spin of atoms clockwise or anticlockwise is determined by the intention or thoughts of the viewer by
conscious focus before viewing
Intentionality is a key concept in learning to create reality
The fact of being deliberate or purposive.
The quality of mental states (e.g. thoughts, beliefs, desires, hopes) which consists in their being
directed towards some object or state of affairs.
The truth that I am conscious of and know by experience will set me free from being tethered to
limitations of the earth and the physical realm, from being subject to its rule and bondage
The Truth will release us into the freedom of the glory of our sonship.
Sonship is expanded consciousness
John 8:36 Who the Son [the Truth] sets free will be free indeed
Free from the chains of time and space and the dimensional restrictions of the matrix of our belief
systems and mind-sets
Free to be and fly untethered and unrestricted
When we come to know the Truth we will begin to experience true reality
True reality is not what we have come to know through our earthly experiences
What we have been living is an illusion veiled as reality and we have been conditioned and limited by
it
There can be many realities, but there is One Truth.
The Truth, once perceived may not always be to our taste.
The Truth may not always be convenient or pleasant.
The Truth may require sacrifice and discipline.
When we turn from the Truth and return to pseudo-realities, it is either because we fear the
hardships and responsibilities that freedom brings, or we lose sight of the higher purpose
We serve the Truth as one "unplugged", or we will just find the truth unpalatable
David Van Koevering – ‘Elsewhen’ is your consciousness out of time here and into God's upper
bandwidth of cosmic consciousness.
It is to disconnect from things of this realm and become connected to ideas, visions, and input that
comes directly from your Saviour, Designer, and Creator.
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You can now understand that there is a non-physical reality from which this universe and everything
in it flows.
Jesus Himself is causing your body, your spirit, and everything you have to blink into your reality.
Intentional observation – our choice creates our reality

John 14:12 Truly, truly, I say to you, he who believes in Me, the works that I do, he will do also; and
greater works than these he will do; because I go to the Father.
How many of things did Jesus do with an anointed or empowered mind?
Telepathy, transmutation, pre- and post-cognition, telekinesis, invisibility, quantum tunnelling,
creating reality etc.
Jesus knew people’s motives and thoughts
Mark 2:8 Immediately Jesus, aware in His spirit that they were reasoning that way within
themselves, said to them, “Why are you reasoning about these things in your hearts?
Luke 11:17 But He knew their thoughts
John 1:47 Jesus saw Nathanael coming to Him, and said of him, “Behold, an Israelite indeed, in
whom there is no deceit!” 48 Nathanael said to Him, “How do You know me?” Jesus answered and
said to him, “Before Philip called you, when you were under the fig tree, I saw you.”
Jesus knew Nathanael's past and his character
Jesus also knew the Samaritan woman’s past at the well
Jesus knew Peter’s possible future
Jesus turned water into wine and multiplied food
Jesus created the reality of money in a fish’s mouth
Jesus predicted where to cast nets for a catch of fish
Jesus disappeared before people
Jesus walked through people as they tried to throw Him off a cliff
Jesus walked on water
We have the mind of Christ to do the same things!
Do we believe it? How do we do it?
Do we know how to develop and use those abilities?
Is our mind wired up correctly and connected to those abilities
We actually use most of our brains (despite the popular myth that we only use 10%) but we only
understand how 10% of the brain functions
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Only 10% of the brain are neurons; the other 90 percent are glial cells, which encapsulate and
support neurons, but whose function remains largely unknown.
What is not understood is how clusters of neurons from the diverse regions of the brain collaborate
to form our consciousness.
Neural pathways are like superhighways of nerve cells that transmit messages.
You travel over the superhighway many times, and the pathway becomes more and more solid –
habits and beliefs form.
There are some areas that are disconnected and some abilities are not yet reactivated

An object is a specific vibration; every thing, or subject, is an expression of a variant frequency.
‘Things’ are mere externalized manifestations of internal, cosmic vibrations.
Creation begins with a subtle, (spiritual) vibration and movement within the Infinite Creator, which
then gives rise to a physical vibration of energy, which is eventually solidified into matter.
At every moment, every physical time/space expression is an externalized manifestation of a
spiritual vibration.
Our words and how we language our thoughts is a process of continually creating the world around
us.
In other words, things are to us what we say they are...
Just as we have the power to create with speech, we have the equivalent ability to destroy through
speech.
Our words, which are our projections and vibrations, alter the inner frequency of the universe, for
good and for the opposite. - Rav Pinson
It is our legislative governmental words that create ripples in space time to create reality
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Be intentional and focus on Jesus the Truth
Choose to open your mind to Jesus
Ask Him to remap your spiritual consciousness
Ask Jesus to rewire you and reconnect you to innate inborn creative abilities
Ask Jesus to unplug you from the limited constructs of your mind
Ask Him to expand your reality
Ask Him to expand the conscious awareness of who you are
Ask Jesus the Truth free you to know true reality
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